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Contributions
We love to hear from you. Please send any articles & news
to: editorhullavingtonnews@gmail.com or deliver to The Old
Bakery, 1 Gibbs Lane. We reserve the right to edit any article. Please send in a Word file with a font of 12 and pictures/
logos etc in jpeg. Pictures are printed in black and white.
Input deadline for the next issue is the 16th March 2022.
£65 per page for 6 issues a year and £35 per half-page (black
& white). All payments to Liz Greenman, address below.
Email: julianandlizgreenman@gmail.com.
Donations are invaluable to the running of this newsletter,
they can be made through the collection box in the village
shop or sent to Liz Greenman, 84 The Street, Hullavington.
SN14 6DU. Lloyds Chippenham. Sort 30 91 99, AC
‘Hullavington News’ No 03041845.
HN is printed by Jamprint—01249 823950
www.jamprint.co.uk
Printed on Carbon Captured paper + www.woodlandcarbon.co.uk
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Happy New Year!

Happy 50th Anniversary
Hullavington News!

The News has existed in some form since 1972—it has had several
iterations during that time and was at one point the ‘Hullavington
Entertainment Association’.
I’d really like to thank the many volunteers who have contributed
over the years including editors (Margaret Roberts, Brenda Saunders, Pat Wilkinson, Rachel Hurst), our loyal advertisers, regular
contributors, Jamprint, our ‘director of advertising, proof reading,
treasurer and generally exceptionally helpful person’ Liz Greenman, our readers, generous donors and anyone else I’ve missed!
I’ll be looking for a fresh pair of hands to take on the role of editor
and keep up the momentum, please see page 44 for more info.
Best wishes
Sally
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♪♫♫♪♫♫♪♫♫♪♫♫♪♫♫♪♪♫♫♪♫♫♪
PIANO LESSONS
JENNIFER J. TIDMARSH ATM (SMTC)
12 The Street, Hullavington

Very well established Piano Teacher with over thirty-five
year’s experience.
Children from the age of six, teenagers and adults all welcome.
Lessons in Theory of Music also available
Telephone 01666 837264. Mobile 07814 103077
Member of the Incorporated Society of Musicians.
4
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Livery Available Norton
Various and different livery packages available from DIY upwards in
quiet, rural location. Whether you are wanting a base to compete
from, somewhere to enjoy a quiet hack or a base to hunt from, this
yard offers it all!
*
Large, airy stables
*
Secure tack room with CCTV
*
Plenty of storage space
*
Undercover horse walker
*
Parking for lorry / trailer
*
Floodlit fenced outdoor arena
*
Individual paddocks with all year-round turnout
*
Excellent hacking including off-road tracks
Perfect location for various and different equestrian competition and
schooling venues with good access to the M4 and A429
All set in a beautiful, peaceful location in the heart of the Duke of
Beaufort’s hunting area. Call Mary Cundick on: 07867804456

A BOWERS GARDENING SERVICES
ALL ASPECTS OF GARDENING
ALL TYPES OF FENCING
TREE SURGERY
PATIOS
NEW LAWNS LAID
RUBBISH CLEARANCE
FREE ESTIMATES & ADVICE WITH NO OBLIGATION
For quality jobs at a competitive price call:
PHONE: 0800 4748526
MOBILE: 07879 874627
The Orchard, Frog Lane, Great Somerford, Wilts SN15 5JA
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Hullavington CE Primary and Nursery School
(Voluntary Controlled)

One Team
Working together
Learning Together
Succeeding Together
Hullavington CE Primary and Nursery School has a dedicated on site nursery learning
environment. The Nursery has sessions available for funded 2-year olds (limited spaces)
and preschool children (funding available from age of 3 years).
Our team, consisting of a qualified teacher and qualified childcare professionals, will be
working together to help develop strong bonds with your and your child to enable them to
reach their full potential. We believe that when our ‘Little Hoots’ feel at home in their
learning environment they can be inspired to explore the world around them to maximise
their learning and development.

Ours sessions run from Monday – Friday in accordance with school term times.
Morning session: 8.50 am – 11.50 am
Afternoon session: 11.50 am – 2.50 pm
To find out more, arrange a visit to the nursery or book your child’s place, please contact:
Hullavington C.E. Primary and Nursery School
Hullavington, Chippenham, Wiltshire, SN14 6EF
Telephone and fax: 01666 837604
Email: admin@hullavington.wilts.sch.uk

Website: www.hullavington.wilts.sch.uk
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HULLAVINGTON GARAGE AND STORES
TEL: 01666 837279
Hullavingtonmotors@gmail.com

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GARAGE
MOT TESTIING (class 4
only)
MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDED SERVICE
AND REPAIRS
CAM BELTS
TYRES
EXHAUSTS
BATTERIES
DIAGNOSTICS
VEHICLE ACCESSORIES
CALOR GAS

OPENING TIMES
MON-FRI 08.30-17.00
SAT—BY APPOINTMENT
SUN—CLOSED
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CONVENIENCE STORE
•
OFF LICENCE
•
NATIONAL LOTTERY AND
SCRATCH CARDS
•
NEWSPAPERS & GREETING GARDS
•
GROCERIES & FRUIT AND
VEG.
•
CONFECTIONERY & ICE
CREAM
•
FROZEN FOOD
•
CHILLED FOOD
•
LOCAL BREAD
•
LOCAL HONEY & EGGS
* SPECIAL ORDERS WELCOME *

OPENING TIMES
MON—FRI 08.00-17.00
SAT—08.30-16.00
SUN—09.00-13.00

NOT KEEN ON BIG GYMS?
Pineapple Fitness Studio welcomes all age groups for
private gym use and/or
Personal Training

Open from 6am to 10pm daily
Kington Langley, Chippenham
Mobile 07900 911209
www.pineapplefitness.co.uk

PINEAPPLE FITNESS STUDIO

Chris’ Interior Blinds
Made-to-measure blinds, supplied and
fitted for FREE

01666 510 557
07899 741 802
Roman, roller, venetian, pleated, woods,
vertical, curtains, perfect fit.
Blind/curtain repair and fitting service also
available—just call.
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Clapcote Forestry
Established 1981

Supplier of best quality Hardwood LOGS

CLAPCOTE SAWMILL

Cut and split to your requirements
*

Oak, Larch, Douglas Fir & all
native hard and soft woods

Kiln dried logs available seasonally

For beams, lintels, planks & cladding

*

*

Deliveries or CASH & CARRY

Bespoke Oak Framing Service

*

Timber frames made to order

KINDLING

*

*
Telephone: Norman & Diana Matthews
01666 837230
Clapcote Hill, Grittleton SN14 6AS
dimatthews@me.com
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Specialising in:

Visit our yard between Grittleton &
Hullavington to discuss your requirements.
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VILLAGE LIFE— Groups, Events & News
CHRISTMAS IN THE VILLAGE
We were spoiled this year with lovely Christmas activities in the
village— the ‘Friends of Hullavington School’ organised a carol
singing event, we had a nativity window display and a nativity
evening with singing and recorder playing in the church. Thanks
to everyone that was involved! Ed
This year Anna-Kate Fuller organised a nativity trail with decorated windows. She commented: “ The village has looked so festive
and sparkly throughout advent and as well as the Santas, reindeer and snowflakes, it has been a joy to see the true nativity

story retold through the windows up and down the village. It
was lovely to see families of all ages enjoying the nativity trail
which then culminated on Christmas Eve with a story tour
through the church.” Anna-Kate Fuller
The recorder group,
accompanying the
singers in the church
during the nativity
evening.
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“One dark night before Christmas you may
have heard the jingle of bells and some classic Christmas carols outside your windows
as Santa and his choir spread some well
needed Christmas cheer through the streets
of Hullavington. Santa was jolly, his elves
merry and the choir didn’t miss a note; as
we progressed through the streets our numbers grew and grew as many a villager got
involved. After such a successful night, we
are hoping this could become a Hullavington
tradition, as long as you all stay on the good
list!”
A massive thank you to the Friends of Hullavington School Association, village choir and of course Santa for all their hard work in
putting it together.

Parish Councillor Mary Cundick kindly donated the tree again this
year. Dependra Rai and his troops from the 9 Royal Logistics 4 Supply Squadron stepped up under the supervision of Hank Slater to
erect the tree. Hank also kindly stores the lights and ropes and
takes care of disposal after the festive season. The Coffee shop in
the church also kindly provided much appreciated tea and cake.
Graeme Slaymaker.
Thanks to all involved! Ed
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HULLAVINGTON NEWS BALANCE SHEET FOR
YEAR ENDED 31.12.2021
INCOME
Advertising Fees

£1,120.00

Donations

£ 499.19

TOTAL

£1,619.19

EXPENDITURE
Printing Cost

£1,233.00

TOTAL

£1,233.00

Plus profit for year

£ 386.19

TOTAL

£1,619.19

Balance of Current Account at 31.12.2020

£3,199.33

Plus Profit for the year

£ 386.19

Balance of Current Account at 31.12.2021 £3505.52
Once again we are so thankful to everyone who has made a financial contribution towards the cost of producing the Hullavington
News.
We really appreciate the help of Paul at the shop for holding collection boxes for us along with a supply of magazines. The total
amount collected in the boxes during 2021 was £99.19.

Many thanks, Liz Greenman (Treasurer)
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HULLAVINGTON VILLAGE HALL

Although the spike in Covid cases nationwide has seen a slow
down in groups using the hall and the cancellation of the Christmas Quiz and New Year party, hall usage is still quite high with
new groups started or starting soon. Knit and Natter on a Tuesday
2-4pm is a great success. Yoga classes start end of January on
Wednesday evening and Thursday mornings. We hope to have a
table tennis club starting soon too!

Acoustic panels have now been fitted to the ceiling of the main
hall which have greatly improved the space – we hope hall users
agree!
The hall now has its own licence to sell alcohol, we plan to start
social nights soon, with ideas for takeaway food from the carpark
and games’ nights.
The gate to the hall car park was locked for a period of 24 hours
over the Christmas holidays – this prevents the car park from officially becoming a public footpath.
We continue to look for new activities for Hullavington residents,
both old and young, and will keep you posted! However, if you
have any suggestions, please let me know at the address below.
Anna Durrant
anna@hullavingtonhall.org.uk
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WALKS AROUND HULLAVINGTON—Jon Atkey
Walk six – Circular walk to Surrendell House – Distance: 4¾ miles
For this issue, I’ve chosen Walk 6 of the “Walks around Hullavington” series. At 4¾ miles, it’s longer than last issue’s walk. It’s also
almost entirely on-road, which is great in February and March when
the footpaths can be muddy. It’s also a great time to appreciate the
beauty and structure of bare trees and some stunning views across
rolling farmland. Another big feature of this walk is the opportunity
to get up close to an amazing network of old hedgerows. Teaming
with life, these wildlife corridors allow multitudes of mammal, bird
and insect species to move between isolated habitats. No-matter
when you do this walk, there’s always plenty for the eagle-eyed to
spot in our wonderful hedgerows!
The full set of walks is available on the Parish Council website:
http://www.hullavingtonparishcouncil.org.uk/

Walks_Around_Hullavington_31117.aspx
1.

Starting by the bus shelter in the middle of the village, cross
the road and follow Hill Hayes Lane for just over half a mile.
Admire the farm animals on both sides and look out for the
Gauze Brook crossing at the bottom of the hill.
Next to the Brook at this point is the Hullavington “Stream Support”
site. Wessex Water operates a bore hole here to maintain the
Brook’s flow to the Bristol Avon River during periods of low rainfall.
2. Continue uphill, past Hullavington Solar Farm.
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According to its operators, Hullavington Solar Farm has over 30,000
solar panels, able to power over 1,500 homes and thereby prevent
the emission of up to 6,000 tonnes of CO2 annually.
3. Continue along the lane as it curves to follow the main railway
line between London and South Wales until you reach the Happylands Overbridge, a favoured haunt of train spotters. If hedgerows are wildlife corridors, then railways are wildlife superhighways, connecting fragmented wildlife habitats across the countryside. Look out for weasels here!
4. Going on down the hill, pass Townlease Farm on the left and follow the lane to the T-junction at its end, making sure to admire the
magnificent old oaks lining the way.
5. Turn left here and walk for about 300 yards to another Tjunction. Turn left into Pig Lane.
Along this stretch is Farleaze Farm, once the home of the late Colonel Whitbread, brewer and race-horse owner, who rode in the
Grand National twice in the 1920s.
6. Continue past cottages on your right. Pass the Farleaze Farm, cross the railway again before the lane becomes a track for about ¼ mile. Deeply rutted from tractor use and muddy during winter, this track takes you
towards Surrendell House where the lane begins again.
Surrendell House, now heavily extended and modified, with its tennis court, swimming pool and Surrendell Farm House behind, were
made famous in the 1970s when Surrendell was a commune, with
visitors including the rich and famous. Princess Margaret spent a
weekend here when her boyfriend Roddy Llewellyn lived here.
Continue downhill to cross the Gauze Brook once
more and climb a short hill to take the first turning
on your left.
Follow the lane gently downhill back into the village past Gardners Farm. As always, please do share your Hullavington walk experiences (especially nice pictures!) on the Hullavington Happenings Facebook page. And if you experience a problem
with any public right of way, please report it using My Wiltshire:
https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/mywilts-online-reporting
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Get gardening for Wildlife and register your garden for
the
Hullavington Wildlife Garden Awards
Help our wildlife survive and thrive!
The UK is one of the most nature depleted countries in the world,
with most habitat loss in the countryside. Wildlife decline and habitat loss affects us all. Everything we do - the water we drink, the air
we breathe and the food we eat - is all dependent on the natural
world. 97% of our wildflower meadows have been destroyed, 75%
of ponds have been lost, 200,000 miles of hedgerows have been destroyed, half of our ancient woodlands have disappeared, along with
75% of heaths and 98% of peat bogs!
This loss has resulted in the disappearance of 150 species from Britain over the last 100 years. Pollinating insects are in decline, 40 million birds have disappeared from the UK skies since 1970, the number of hedgehogs has declined by 95% since the 1950s, two thirds of
Britain’s woodland butterflies have been lost, 10% of British dragonflies have become extinct in the last 25 years, 40% of all bat species
are currently listed as threatened with extinction, and, sadly, the list
goes on.
What can we do? The answer lies in our gardens! No matter the
size, wildlife friendly gardens can form a patchwork, providing an
essential link to other green spaces, with nature reserves and the
wider countryside, helping wildlife to recover, survive and thrive! By
making small changes, we can make a huge difference and be rewarded with a space which is a haven for wildlife. A garden where
you can connect with nature and enjoy seeing the plants, animals
and birds that make their home there. Wildlife needs four things to
thrive in your garden: food, water, shelter, and a place to breed. If
you provide these things, you can bring your garden to life. Imagine
if all the 23 million gardens in the UK gardened for wildlife! Let’s get
started with the Hullavington Wildlife Garden Awards!
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HULLAVINGTON WILDLIFE GARDEN AWARDS
Bronze Award: 1 item from each category
Silver Award: 2 items from each category
Gold Award: 3+ items from each category
Categories:
• WILD AREAS: ‘No mow’ areas to allow native plants and weeds to
grow, wildflower containers, mini (or large!) wildflower meadow
• BACK TO NATURE: Dead wood, log/twig piles, tree stump or
stumpery
• NATURAL SHELTER: Vertical planting, native hedging, native
trees, rock and stone piles, leave dead plants in place throughout
autumn and winter
• PLANTING: Plants and weeds for caterpillars and eggs, plants and
weeds for pollinators, plants and weeds for bugs, night-scented
plants for moths
• ACCESS TO WATER: Shallow bowls of water at ground level, birdbath, bog garden, wildlife pond
• FEEDING: Leave the fallen leaves for insects, underground compost bin for worms, bird feeder, hedgehog food station
• A HELPING HAND: Bird nesting box, bat box, butterfly house, solitary bee/wasp house, wildlife stack/bug hotel, hedgehog highway,
hedgehog hideaway, frog/toad abode, owl nesting box
• REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE: Compost bin, rainwater butt, use reclaimed or old materials for garden items
• ESSENTIAL FOR ALL AWARDS: No/very little garden lighting, no
chemical fertilisers or pesticides, no slug pellets, no poisons, no
weedkillers, no glue traps.
To register your garden and apply for an award:
Facebook: Hullavington Wildlife Matters
Email: hullavingtonwildlife@gmail.com
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Plants for Sale! Jebbie and Dudley

are once again kindly offering to run
their fortnightly plant and seedling sale
in aid of the church. The first one will be
on the 16th April.

Help Needed! Our Church PCC would love

some help to get some jobs done. If you have an
hour to spare on either 12 or 19 March to work
through Dudley’s list of jobs, we would be super
grateful. Please let Dudley know if you are able to
help on 837374. Thank you in advance!

HULLAVINGTON WI

A Happy New Year to you all. We ended 2021 with a Christmas
lunch and entertainment in the hall which was enjoyed by us all.
Jack McDougal provided the musical background as we arrived
and also during our lunch. The belly dancers then performed for
us and encouraged us to join in (which we did).
2022 commences with a visit from David Crisp, who is a metal detectorist. He will talk about The Frome Hoard. In February, Sara
Bottomley will tell us about her ‘Quilting Journey’ and show us
some of her amazing work. Later on in the month we will all be
going out for our annual New Year’s lunch. In March we will hold
our Annual meeting when officers and committee members are
chosen.
At the moment our committee is busy arranging new speakers for
the coming WI year which starts in April. We try to have a wide
variety of speakers/demonstrations so everyone is catered for.
We meet in the village hall on the 3rd Wednesday of each month
at 2pm. New members and visitors are always welcome.
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PARISH CHURCH OF ST MARY MAGDALENE
SERVICES FOR FEBRUARY AND MARCH 2022
FEBRUARY
Sunday

6

11.00am

Holy Communion with Junior Church

Sunday

13

11.00am

Morning Praise

Sunday

20

11.00am

Holy Communion with Junior Church

Sunday

27

11.00am

All Age Worship

MARCH
Sunday

6

11.00am

Holy Communion with Junior Church

Sunday

13

11.00am

Morning Praise

Sunday

20

11.00am

Holy Communion with Junior Church

Sunday

27

11.00am

All Age Worship (Mothering Sunday)

LENT GROUPS
Starting the first week in March across all the Gauzebrook villages. Let
Henny know if you would like to join one.
henny.metters@outlook.com or 01666837778

COFFEE SHOP
Open every Friday morning 10.00-12.00
THE HUB
This may be new to some and certainly the place to be on the first Saturday of the month between 11.00 and 1.00. Meet your friends for
lunch or just coffee and cake and browse all the stalls for bargains and
presents.
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HULLAVINGTON BOOK GROUP
The group meets on the second Tuesday in the month, 2.00 - 3.00
pm in the side room at the village hall.
November 'Slow Horses' by Mike Herron.
Slow Horses is the first in the very successful Slough House Series by
Mick Herron. Slough House, a run-down office block near The Barbican is a dumping ground for would-be MI5 spies who have made
some serious "foul-up" in their career. All come under the cynical
eye of Jackson Lamb who combines a street-wise intelligence with a
sharp brain. Although it is firmly in the spy genre it combines a clever plot, suspense, intrigue and black humour.
“An interesting read that sheds light on the alleged life in the Secret
Service. Hardly the glamour of James Bond but the plot is subtle, detailed and utterly convincing. Perhaps not with the gravitas of the
Smiley novels but his characters have textures and layers that make
them into real and interesting people. A novel I was not sure I would
make through to the end, but I did and am pleased I did so”.
“Not my type of book but did read it all. A novel approach to the
world of espionage - different from the usual 'gung ho' spy stories.
Perhaps when it is on the media I might like it better.”
December 'Ghost Wall' by Sarah Moss.
High Summer in Northumberland. Seventeen-year-old Silvie and her
parents have joined an encampment run by an archaeology professor with an interest in the region's dark history of ritual sacrifice. Silvie's relationship with her overbearing father begins to deteriorate, and the haunting rites of the past begin to bleed into the
present.
“Ghost Wall describes the events at a camp attempting to recreate
the living conditions of the Ancient Britons. It is a story of physical
and mental abuse within a nearly modern day contemporary family
set against a background of ancient violence drawn from accounts of
Iron Age Britons. It overlays the fear inspired by ancient folk tales of
dark forests, bogs and legends like "The Green Man". It has a dramatic ending but is, in itself, not a very subtle book, either in its
characters or style.”
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It seemed to convey the atmosphere it set out to, of rising
threat and gathering tension leading to a dramatic climax.
A short book but one that, technically, needs concentration. A
single paragraph can run on from sentence to sentence with the
speaker changing from one to another and supposed conversations changing from real to imagined.'
“ I found Ghost Wall a deeply disturbing novel, full of a building
and increasingly tense atmosphere. The echoes of the past
merge with the present with cruelty and domination present in
both. I found echoes of "Lord Of The Flies" with the remote
Northumberland landscape replacing the island setting where
the isolation results in an ultimate collapse of morality, law and
order. It did make me wonder how far we have actually come
from the “primitive thinking” of our ancestors.”
"Easy to read , but not memorable."
This turned out to be a disappointment for most of our members. We were anticipating a ghost story, which would have
been ideal for Christmas.
January 'Force of Nature' by Jane Harper.
Set in Australia, this is the second novel for us by Jane Harper.
Five women reluctantly pick up their backpacks and start walking along the muddy track. Only four come out the other side.
Police Officer Aaron Falk has a particularly keen interest in the
whereabouts of the missing walker. The missing, Alice Russell is
the whistle-blower in his latest case.
FILM OF THE BOOK
Held on the first Wednesday in the month in the side room at
the village hall. Doors open at 7.15, the film starts at
7.30. Limited numbers, so please book in advance.
Belated Best Wishes for the New Year to all book group members. Thank you for your support and encouragement during
2021. For information about Book Group and Film of the Book
evenings, please contact Elizabeth Parry-Williams, Tel: 01666
837713, email: peac@globalnet.co.uk or call in at 20 The Street.
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On the 22nd December we enjoyed the
most beautiful sunrise. A few intrepid
villagers were out early and caught it on
camera. Chris Maggs
took the photo on the
left and Mia Bates the
one below. Thanks for
permission to use
them, we’re always
happy to receive images of village life.
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FILM GROUP
Film Group EXTRA meets on the 3rd Wednesday in the
month, and Film Group on the 4th Wednesday.
Please note that in a '5 Wednesday month', we meet on the 4th, and
not the last in the month. Both sessions are held in the side room at
the village hall. £3.00, including refreshments. No film membership
at present. Doors open at 7.15, the film starts at 7.30.

Owing to the lack of numbers currently, it isn't viable, financially to
use the main hall. Acoustic panels have now been fitted in the main
hall, and they have significantly improved the acoustic characteristics— given sufficient interest, we may revert to showing some films
in the main hall. Watch this space!
These evenings have proved to be very popular with our regulars
and we have met each month when the hall has been open since the
summer of 2020. A big thank you for your support. Please book in
advance.
Elizabeth Parry-Williams

PANTOMIME TRAIL
In Hullavington—everyone welcome to
join in.
Saturday 29th and Sunday 30th January.
Please look out for posters and on
'Hullavington Happenings' for information, or contact: Sue Kelly Tel:
838233 or Elizabeth Parry-Williams Tel:
837713
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Hullavington Village Hall
Friday February 25th 7.30pm
Tables of 4 - £12 per table; winnings 50% of door
takings
Doors open at 7pm; bar available from 7pm and in
the interval.
Please wear a mask until seated.
Numbers will be limited to allow for sufficient spacing between tables.
Please join us for a fun evening and help banish
the February blues!
Tickets from Anna Durrant 07816 304904 anna@hullavingtonhall.org.uk
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The Queen’s Platinum Jubilee
Village meeting on 24th February to plan
celebrations

This year is the 70th Anniversary of the Queen’s accession to the
throne and many communities around the country are organising events to celebrate this historic occasion. The Parish Council,
Village Hall Committee and the Parochial Church Council of
Hullavington are jointly inviting any group or individuals, to join
us at the Church at 7.30pm on the 24th February to discuss Jubilee plans.
The May Bank Holiday Weekend will be moved to Thursday 2
June and an additional Bank Holiday on Friday 3 June will see a
four-day weekend to celebrate.
If you are thinking of planning anything, or are just interested in
what others are doing - please come along to the Church on the
24th February at 7.30pm. Everyone is welcome.
Should you be unable to attend please do not hesitate to contact
one of us below to register your interest.
Thank you.
Graeme Slaymaker (Parish Council); Simon Durrant (Village Hall
Committee); Dudley Hewitt (Parochial Church Council)
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Breaking News for Table
Tennis Fans!
Anna Durrant from the Village Hall Committee
has been liaising with ‘Table Tennis England’ and has managed to
secure two full sized tables and all associated equipment free for
the Village Hall!

Well done Anna and the Village Hall team!
More details to follow as soon as they’re available. Ed
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ACER TREE SURGEONS ARBORICULTURL ASSOCIATION
APPROVED CONTRACTOR
Acer Tree Surgeons Ltd are at the forefront of the Arboricultural
industry, with a huge range of skills and techniques, we are always
able to deliver exceptional service to our clients. We currently
have clients in both domestic and commercial sectors throughout
Wiltshire, Somerset, Bath, Bristol and surrounding Counties.
The team are all NPTC qualified with chainsaw and maintenance
CS30 & 31, aerial rescue CS38, climbing with a chainsaw CS39,
pruning CS40 and dismantling operations CS41. We are all first aid
at work and manual handling qualified.
Services include:
•
Tree Removals, Dismantles and Felling
•
Crown Reductions, Re-Shaping and Pruning
•
Hedge Cutting
•
Management of Dangerous Trees
•
Stump Grinding and Removal
•
Free Quotations and Tree Health Check
Contact Adam M.Arbor.A, FdSc Arb ND Arb
Tel: 01666 718078 / 07843 082634
Email: adamroberts@acertreesurgeons.co.uk
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Have you got a new puppy? Are you working and worried about leaving your dog all day?
A walk during the day will break up the day and provide both mental and physical stimulation for your dog. At Active companions we
offer both individual walks and group walks, on and off the lead.
Our group walks are carefully selected to match dogs based on
breed, age, gender, and personality to ensure that everyone has the
best time possible! If your dog has specific requirements please
contact me to discuss.
* DBS Clear * First aid trained * Fully insured
* Van with built in crates for your dog’s comfort and safety!
I have plenty of years’ experience working with dogs, having owned
dogs for the last 20 years and through working in boarding and rescue kennels, grooming and in a training capacity. I also have a first
class honour degree in Animal Behaviour and Welfare and a Masters
in Anthrozoology. I have also trained both my own dogs and other
people’s dogs in a variety of different activities including heelwork
to music, trick training, obedience, and dog agility.
Contact me on 07763085378
Email me at activecompanionsservices@gmail.com
Facebook Page: Active companions
@Activecompanionsdogwalking
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NEW YEAR, NEW ROLE?
As you’ve seen on page 3, the
Hullavington News is 50 years
old and I’ve been delighted to
be part of that journey.
I’d always planned a 5 year
tenure (I can’t believe how quickly that’s flown by), so it’s time to
find a new editor this year, with fresh ideas. I believe the magazine is as relevant now as it was in 1972 when it started—a place
to share village news and stories. I really hope someone will come
forward to take over.

As you’ll see from our accounts on page 16, the magazine is on a
sound financial footing and editing it is not an onerous task. I had
no previous editing experience and have just used the free
‘publisher’ software that came with Windows (very similar to using ‘Microsoft Word’) —you definitely don’t need to be a computer boffin to do it! Liz Greenman has been a rock during my time
and always ready to lend an ear, she is happy to carry on in her
role which helps enormously.
Please get in touch at ‘editorhullavingtonnews@gmail.com’ if
you’d like an informal chat to find out more—I’d love to hear from
you!
Thanks, Sally
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Neil Farr—Plumbing and Heating
01793 526207
07799595701
No job too small or big, including
Bathroom refits, central heating systems
Free quotations and estimates
Emergency call outs
(WELL KNOWN IN HULLAVINGTON)
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We will offer your child:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Full time childcare available from
07.30 to 18.00 Monday to Friday
Four classrooms for children ranging from ages 0-5
Experienced, well qualified staff with a high staff to
child ratio
A keyworker system for individual attention for your
child
Two large outdoor play areas and an indoor soft
play and sensory room
A wide variety of outdoor activities including farm
walks
All areas of learning in the foundation stage
We accept Nursery Education Grant funding
Plenty of parking available

Please ‘phone Kim Branston for details on
01249 891349
dodfordfarmdaycare@outlook.com
Dodford House Farm, Dodford Lane, Christian Malford,
Chippenham, SN15 4DE
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RATES FOR HIRING HULLAVINGTON VILLAGE HALL
Rates from 1st November 2021
Rate

Small
Room

Main Hall

Both
Rooms

VILLAGE USER –
including all users
who run clubs, regular events

£5.00

£8.00

£10.00

Kitchen
(per booking
No fee

NON VILLAGE USER
– one off bookings
(not parties)

£8.00

£12.00

£15.00

£5.00

REGULAR/CORE/
BUSINESS USER
(who do not reside
in Hullavington)

£10.00

£15.00

£20.00

£5.00

Minimum booking 1
hour

PARTY BOOKINGS—will be on the basis of a 4 hour slot, giving time
for setting up/ clearing away/cleaning. A deposit of £100 will be
required. If more hours are required these will be charged at the
appropriate hourly rate. The rate includes the use of tables, chairs
and the kitchen.
PARTY BOOKINGS FOR 0-11 year olds
Rate—4 hours

Both Rooms

Kitchen (per booking

VILLAGE USER

£50.00

included

NON VILLAGE USER

£65.00

included

For any queries, please contact:
Lizzy@hullavingtonhall.org.uk or helen@hullavingtonhall.org.uk
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200 Club for the Village Hall
The latest draws for the Village Hall 200 Club have produced the
following winners
November: £50 Derek Sanderson £25 Jonnie Jeeves
December: £50 Eileen Fry
£25 Ann Hawker
Congratulations to them. In order to win one of our monthly prizes you need to have a ticket. It’s just £1 per month and all proceeds go towards supporting the Village Hall.
If you want to join, or increase your holdings, please contact Linda Hadley on 837096 or Geraldine McKibbin on 837736

Handy Information
Shop:
Mon—Fri 08.00—18.00
Sat
08.30—16.00
Sun
09.00—13.00

Post Office:
Mon, Tues, Thurs
Wed
Fri—Sat

09.00—12.30
09.00—12.00
Closed

The Hullavington Arms
Take-away available (home delivery or collection)
Please see Facebook, notice board, email or call for updates and
information. 01666 837770 or email
hello@hullavingtonarms.co.uk
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Book group

Liz Parry Williams

01666 837713

Film Group

Sarah Harmer

01666 837704

Football Club

James Nation

07894 715080

Golden Threads

Alison Reed

01666 837661

Jolly Tots

Rachel Cripps

07850 176901

M'bury & District Link

01666 840861

N'hood Police Team

101

N'hood Watch
Mandy House
mandy.hullavington.nhw.@gmail.co

07955 410350

Parish Church

01666 311177

Adam Beaumont

www.hullavingtonparishcouncil. Sharon Neal
01249 659842
org.uk
Poetry Group
Catherine Sander- 01666 838824
son
Primary School & Little Hoots
Nursery

Sue Tudge

01666 837604

Recorder Group

Maggie Dyson

01666 837358

Rights of Way, Roads & Pavements

0300 4560105

Short Mat Bowls

Pat Harper

200 Club

Geraldine McKibbin 01666 837736

Village Hall
anna@hullavingtonhall.org.uk

Anna Durrant

01666 837569

Women's Institute

Isobel Acott

01666 837458
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07462 136889

Meet the Villager
A light hearted chat with a local about
their time in Hullavington
In this edition we meet Martha Wellburn

Roy and I moved to Hullavington in 2011. He had just retired from
the Navy and we were looking for a house to rent somewhere between London and Bristol, with a view to searching for somewhere
that we wanted to buy.
We both liked Wiltshire and thought Hullavington would make a
good base to explore the county. The day we moved into Holly
House I remember saying to Roy, “When we start looking for that
perfect home to buy, I want it to look and feel just like this!”
Once we got to know people in the village, joined in with some of
the groups and activities, Hullavington felt so much like home that
our dream was to stay here. Roy dropped it into conversation with
our landlord, that if he ever decided to sell, we would be interested in buying Holly House.
At first, it was a firm no—they bought the house for their retirement and weren’t interested. Then came that fateful day when our
landlord asked if he and his wife could come by and take some
measurements. As they were making their way around the downstairs, I overheard our landlord’s wife say,
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“But darling, I just don’t know where we’re going to put the grand
piano!” I did a secret victory dance in the kitchen, because there
was NO way that piano was going to fit in this house! Not long
after that, the landlord decided to sell.
Happily for us, we now have our dream house in a lovely village!
Quick Fire Questions:
•

Guilty pleasure? Mark Twain once said, ‘Too much of anything is bad, but too much champagne is just right.” Champagne!

•

Who would play me in movie? Maggie Smith

•

Change one thing in village? Plant more trees! More green
spaces!

•

Dinner guest? Michelle Obama (and since it is a dinner party, she would hopefully bring Barack with her so I could meet
them both!)

•

Cat or dog? Neither, but I would love to make friends with a
crow who would come visit me regularly of his own freewill.
(If I have to choose, Dog…they can be trained to leave the
birds alone!)

•

Happiness is? Walking with Roy in a huge forest filled with
enormous, ancient trees surrounded by silence and the occasional birdsong.

•

Advice to teenage self? Don’t worry so much about what
other people think, you will discover one day that is okay to
be different and you’ll like yourself all the better for it.

•

Bucket list? A trip to Namibia to see cheetahs in the wild and
then volunteer at a cheetah conservation centre where I
could meet one up close and personal!
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HULLAVINGTON HISTORY—THEN AND NOW

Through the 70s and 80s, the village had an annual Carnival Week in
mid-summer, organized by the Hullavington Entertainments Association - it was a week of activities and entertainment. Part of the carnival procession is shown in 1973 in Newtown. The procession was always followed by the carnival dance in the village hall in the evening.
The children following the three floats, would have taken part in the
fancy dress competition. In the distance is the horse and carriage
conveying the carnival queen and her attendants. On the right of the
picture, looking over the wall, is Mr. Charlie Tanner and his wife. I believe Charlie lived all his life in the village and could remember the
railway coming to Hullavington. Nearly 50 years on and not too much
has changed looking up Newtown. The old chapel at the top of the
road has only recently been converted into a dwelling and for many
years was used by a local farmer to store potatoes.
Dave Hunt
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